Approximate Distance: 790 ft
Approximate Steps: 332
Approximate Time: 3.5 minutes

Section 5: South section
Approximate Distance: 389 ft
Approximate Steps: 163
Approximate Time: 1.6 minutes

Section 4: North section
left (west) fork
Approximate Distance: 378 ft
Approximate Steps: 159
Approximate Time: 1.5 minutes

Section 3: North section
right (east) fork
Approximate Distance: 458 ft
Approximate Steps: 192
Approximate Time: 2 minutes

Section 2: Paved trail
north section to fork
Approximate Distance: 700 ft
Approximate Steps: 321
Approximate Time: 3 minutes

Section 1: Front door to
beginning of paved trail
Approximate Distance: 700 ft
Approximate Time: 3 minutes
Approximate Steps: 321

* Measurements are one way.